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ABSTRACT

High-performance Computing Cluster (HPCC) Thor is a big data analytics engine. It is designed to execute big data workflows including extraction, loading, cleansing, transformations, linking, and indexing. A Thor cluster is similar in its function, execution environment, filesystem, and capabilities to the Google and Hadoop MapReduce platforms. It can be optimized for its parallel data processing purpose. HPCC’s declarative and data flow-oriented language - ECL defines the processing result desired; the specific processing steps required to perform the processing are left to the language compiler. These salient features make it a viable alternative to established big data analytics engines like Spark and Hadoop. In this report, we have benchmarked HPCC alongside Hadoop. We present a detailed study of scalability, time for execution, and system-level metrics like CPU utilization, memory utilization and disk I/O patterns. We try to identify general trends in performance and which engine is better suited for a particular workload.
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As data volumes grow exponentially, the demand for flexible data analysis platforms is also growing increasingly. Data Analytics has use-cases spread across myriad of industry domains viz., Health Care, Insurance Services, Financial Services, Character Recognition etc. The problems of volume, velocity, and variety in the big data pervasive today has lead to many different innovative technologies to enable its processing and extract meaningful information.

Hadoop and Spark have emerged as two of the most popular big data analytics engines. The extensive benchmarking data, available community support and related tools have made them popular. High-performance computing cluster (HPCC) developed by Lexis Nexis risk solutions is also an open source platform for processing and analyzing large volumes of data.

There have been several papers discussing the performance of Hadoop and Spark. However, not much work has been carried out in the benchmarking of HPCC platform. Tim Humphrey et al.[2] have compared HPCC vs Spark. However, their work only involves single function micro-level tests.

In this paper, we have evaluated the performance of HPCC Thor and Apache Hadoop for batch processing jobs on big data. We have datasets ranging from 10 GB to 50 GB in size for different performance tests. These performance tests can be divided into single function micro-level tests (compute kernels) and more complex macro-level tests (application kernels). HPCC and Hadoop performance has been evaluated on parameters like scalability, time of execution and cpu utilization.
This section elaborates the various functional and non-functional requirements that are identified as a part of our project[1]. In Section 5, each requirement is validated with a test case and we detail the one-to-one mapping between tasks done, test case validated and requirements satisfied.

2.1 Functional Requirements

The project ensured below mentioned functional requirements:

1. **Built on Amazon Web Services**
   Both, Hadoop and HPCC clusters were setup on Amazon Web Services (AWS) instances.

2. **Development of Test-suite**
   The ECL and Hadoop MapReduce codes were either self-coded or compiled from source code. No binaries were used.

3. **System-level metrics**
   Shell scripts were written to gather low-level metrics in a distributed AWS environment.

2.2 Non-Functional Requirements

The project ensured the below mentioned non-functional requirements:

1. **Analytics platform deployed on Linux Ubuntu 16.04**
   The analytics platform must be deployed on Linux Ubuntu 16.04 image (detailed specifications in Section 3.2).
2. **Reproducibility**  
   The testsuite should be easily ran and evaluated on different VCL and AWS environments.

3. **Extensibility**  
   The analytics platform must allow end-user the ability to customize the test-cases and support addition of new tests catering to his needs.

4. **Testability**  
   The developed testsuite must be easy to test and validate.

5. **Installation of dependencies**  
   All software package dependencies like Java 1.8, Python libraries etc must be installed.
This section elaborates the specifications of our environment. Below is the list of hardware and software specifications for our project:

### 3.1 Hardware Specifications

The analytics platform can be deployed on bare-metal Linux machines and virtual machines. Having 4 to 8 cores will lead to a greater degree of parallelism.

The CPU architecture is Intel x86-64 and has caches of varying sizes. Each core has a 32 KB L1 instruction and data cache, and 256 KB L2 cache. L3 cache of size 12 MB is shared among all CPUs. The instances have had 2 to 8 cores, RAM from 4 GB to 16 GB and combined storage of over 240 GB.

### 3.2 Software Specifications

Below are the software specifications for our project:

- Apache Hadoop 2.7.5 or latest stable version.
- HPCC 6.4.10 or latest stable version.
In this section, we go into low-level details about our design decisions and their pros and cons. We further explain the implementation details of our design and the end results. Finally, we discuss the limitations of our approach.

4.1 Design

This section describes our design decisions. The project work was divided into three main categories. First, setting up the clusters in various environments and fine-tuning the cluster parameters. Second, development of a test suite in Hadoop and HPCC along with the data collection scripts. Lastly, carrying out extensive and multiple rounds of test on different cluster types, sizes, and cloud providers.

1. **Test Suite**

   The benchmarking test suite was divided into two categories - micro tests and macro tests. Micro tests or 'Computational Kernels' were single function tests for some of the extensively used functions in big data processing like 'count' or 'aggregate'. Macro tests or 'Application Kernels' were the more complex tests designed which were a combination of several functions. A low-level metrics collection script was also designed. The running of a test suite and metrics collection script together was fully automated.

2. **Dataset**

   The computational kernel tests were carried out on integer dataset and string datasets. Both datasets contained several key-value based tuples. The string dataset is roughly 18 GB and consists of 200 million records. The integer dataset is of the same size but it
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consisted of 800 million records. These datasets were generated through ECL scripts shared in the appendix section.

For application kernel tests, the data was imported from PUMA benchmark dataset. 30 GB of histogram-based dataset was sprayed evenly across every node.

3. Cluster setup
NC State’s Virtual Cloud Laboratory (VCL) was used as a development environment for cluster setup and building of test suite. Amazon Web Services (AWS) was used as the production environment for gathering results.

The benchmarking experiments were carried out on AWS instances. Initially, all experiments were carried out on m4.large instances in us-west-2 (Oregon) region. These instances had 2 cores, 8 GB memory, and 200 GB EBS storage. Through our initial run, the CPU utilization was constantly reaching a 100% and memory utilization was also severely high. To improve the experimental setup and have a higher degree of parallelism, we decided to vertically scale the instances. All later test runs were carried out on t2.2xlarge instances. These instances had 8 cores and 32 GB memory. Drastic improvements and some peculiar differences were seen for both, Hadoop and HPCC environments. EBS storage was supported by these instance types. EBS general purpose SSD volumes amounting to 200 GB were used.

For both, Hadoop and HPCC, a 3 node cluster comprising a master node and another slave node.

4.2 Implementation

This section describes the implementation steps for the design as explained in Section 4.1. We explain the exact configuration steps for certain processes in the Appendix.

1. Base image setup
In the development phase, we use VCL’s imaging reservation capability to avoid reproducing a few steps related to preliminary installation. We set up our base image - Ubuntu 16.04.02 LTS (Xenial Xerus) cluster image. This image gave us capability of making cluster reservations of any number of nodes. For further details on the exact steps involved in installation, refer Appendix Section A.3.

2. Customized image setup with software stack installation
The next step was to create two customized images - one with HPCC 6.4.10 installed and another with Hadoop 2.7.5 through installation of specified software packages. For further details on the exact steps involved in installation, refer Appendix Section A.4.
3. Network, firewalls and ssh configuration
Once we set up our customized images, we ensured that there were no firewall rules blocking any message exchange between nodes.

4. Computational Kernel Development
HPCC Computation Kernels were obtained through previous work carried out by Tim Humphrey et al.[2]. Similar functionality was implemented for Hadoop by writing map reduce based computational kernels in Java.

5. Application Kernel Development
Hadoop Application Kernels were obtained through PUMA Benchmark based source code[?]. Similar functionality was implemented from scratch in ECL for HPCC environment.

6. System Metrics Script Development
A shell script with the use of ‘dstat’ a Linux system monitoring tool has been implemented to work in a distributed environment.

4.3 Results
The design and implementation details of our analytics cloud platform were explained in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. The following are the actual results of each step involved in the process of providing the deliverables of our project.

1. Cluster deployed
   Multinode HPCC and Hadoop setup were successfully installed and clusters were deployed successfully as shown in figures 4.1-3.

2. Computational Kernel Benchmarking Results
   Figures 4.4 and 4.5 present the bar charts comparing the execution of several computation kernels on m4.large cluster environments of Apache Hadoop and HPCC Thor. The first graph contains most of the computational kernel figures while the second graph contains the time for sorting operation as the order of magnitude was much greater for them. It is explained in the further sections. Figure 4.6 presents the bar chart for computational
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Figure 4.2: HPCC slave 1

Figure 4.3: HPCC slave 2

Figure 4.4: M4.large computation kernels

kernel on t2.xlarge instance cluster setup. The execution times in the bar charts of figures 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 are average execution times (averaged over 3 executions). Blue bars are for HPCC while orange bars are for Thor. HPCC executed computational kernels a lot faster than Hadoop.

3. Application Kernel Benchmarking Results

Figure 4.6 also presents the execution time for application kernel - which is histogram calculation. Histogram kernel was implemented in several different ways in HPCC. The
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Figure 4.5: M4.large sort based kernels

Figure 4.6: T2.2xlarge kernels
code is available in Appendix section and some observations are presented in the next section. Hadoop performed better than HPCC for this application kernel. However, fine-tuning of cluster and improving code quality for ECL might change that.

4. **Performance Variation** Figure 4.7 presents the performance of Hadoop and HPCC as we vertically scale the instances. Hadoop’s performance greatly improved by adding more cores and more memory. The kernels were executed on average three times faster on Hadoop after scaling. The HPCC kernels were executed on average twice as fast on t2.xlarge machines as m4.large. It indicates Hadoop scales better than HPCC with vertical scaling. More information is presented in the next section.
Various experiments were carried out while consistently monitoring the system performance. Here are some interesting observations.

5.1 Observation

5.1.1 CPU Utilization

On m4.large instance, the average CPU utilization for all but one HPCC test was between 40 - 50%. This percentage dropped to around 13% on HPCC t2.2xlarge instance. It may indicate that HPCC cluster should have been setup to maximize the degree of parallelism. Hadoop scaled a lot more linearly and no manual tuning was needed.

Figure 5.1: M4 CPU utilization
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For sorting test case, however, the CPU utilization showed a peculiar wave nature as indicated in figure 5.2. At times, the CPU utilization was at 100%. Sorting test-cases also uncharacteristically took longer than expected. By superimposing the disk read / write timings on the CPU utilization time, it became clear that sorting is a disk intensive job as well. And time is spent alternately writing to the disk and doing the actual sorting operations giving rise to the characteristic pattern. In figure 5.3, in the lower half, the orange wave represents writes and the blue wave represents reads. The upper half is again the CPU utilization pattern.

Figure 5.2: Sorting CPU utilization

Figure 5.3: Sorting CPU utilization analysis
5.1.2 Code Optimization

HPCC compiler does several optimizations responsible for the improved performance. Some of them are as follows:

1. The optimizer knows that the COUNT (size) is in the metadata that was created when the dataset was created. For counting test, we don’t need to read every record instead it gets the count from metadata.

2. For count with filter case, the optimizer creates a specialized disk count activity. Much of the filtering is done during reading of the file, taking advantage of the latency period between disk I/O.

3. AggregateByKeyInt kernel took same amount of time irrespective of vertically scaling the instance.

5.2 Challenges

Several challenges were encountered in this project. They are as follows.

1. ECL language appears incredibly complex to a beginner as we are not used to declarative programming paradigm. Hence the time for development needed for traditional developers is a lot longer and work feels a lot harder until one gets a hang of it. It lead to us writing fewer application kernels than what we had decided.

2. Also, it turns out, for histogram application kernel, both the codes which I wrote, although completely distinct were not the best way to accomplish a task. All variations are added to the appendix section.

3. The installation document for HPCC multi-node setup is not sufficient enough to make users understand the right way to setup a cluster. HPCC has several system components and which component to run on a particular node and how to maximize the parallelism should be communicated to an end user to maximize the cluster throughput.
[1] **Amazon Web Services**, *Amazon Web Services*.  
For using AWS.

White paper.

Ubuntu – An open source operating system. *This particular version of Ubuntu was installed as the base image in our project.*
1. **Base image creation**

This section of the Appendix details the steps followed to create our Ubuntu 16.04 Base image. Following are the steps followed:

2. Install qemu-kvm and virt-manager
   Command – `sudo apt-get install qemu-kvm; sudo apt-get install virt-manager`
3. Create Qemu Image
   Command – `qemu-img create -f qcow2 /tmp/ubuntu_team2.qcow2 10G`
4. Use virt-install to start the image installation
   Command – `virt-install --virt-type kvm --name ubuntu --ram 1024 cdrom=/path/to/iso/ubuntu64.iso
   –disk /tmp/ubuntu_team2.qcow2,format=qcow2 –network network=default –graphics vnc,listen=0.0.0.0
   –noautoconsole –os-type=linux`
5. Use Virt-Manager GUI to complete ubuntu installation.
6. After Completing the installation, Start the VM, Login into it and install various required packages.
   Commands – `sudo apt-get install openssh-server; sudo apt-get install cloud-init cloud-utils;
   dpkg-reconfigure cloud-init`
7. Shutdown the instance
   Command – `virsh stop ubuntu`
8. Cleanup Mac Address
   Command – `virt-sysprep -d ubuntu`
9. Undefine the libvirt domain
   Command – `virsh undefine ubuntu`
10. Compress created image
    Command – `virt-sparsify --compress /tmp/ubuntu_team2.qcow2 ubuntu_team2.qcow2`
11. Upload the newly created image

2. Installation of Hadoop multinode setup on Ubuntu 16.04


3. Installation of HPCC multinode setup on Ubuntu 16.04

http://cdn.hpccsystems.com/releases/CE-Candidate-6.4.16/docs/Installing_and_RunningTheHPCCPlatform-6.4.16-1.pdf provides an excellent documentation for multinode HPCC installation

4. HPCC Compute Kernel Code

A.1 BWR\texttt{AggregateByKey}.ecl
\begin{verbatim}
WORKUNIT('name', 'AggregateByKey');
unique\_keys := 100000;
unique\_values := 10212;
dataset\_name := 'benchmark :: string';
rs := integer\_key, integer\_fill;
rs\_str := string\_10\_key, string\_90\_fill;
outdata := DATASET(dataset\_name, rs\_str, THOR);
outdata1 := project(outdata, transform(rs, self\_fill := ABS((integer\_left\_fill); self := left));
outdata2 := table(outdata1, key, sum(group\_fill), key, FEW); OUTPUT(COUNT(outdata2));
\end{verbatim}

A.2 BWR\texttt{AggregateByKeyInt}.ecl
\begin{verbatim}
WORKUNIT('name', 'AggregateByKeyInt');
dataset\_name := 'benchmark :: integer';
rs := integer\_key, integer\_fill;
outdata := DATASET(dataset\_name, rs, THOR);
outdata1 := table(outdata, key, sum(group\_fill), key, FEW);
OUTPUT(COUNT(outdata1));
\end{verbatim}

A.3 BWR\texttt{Count}.ecl
\begin{verbatim}
WORKUNIT('name', 'Count');
dataset\_name := 'benchmark :: integer';
rs := integer\_key, integer\_fill;
outdata := DATASET(dataset\_name, rs, THOR);
OUTPUT(COUNT(outdata));
\end{verbatim}
A.4BWR_CountWithFilter.ecl
WORKUNIT('name', 'CountWithFilter');

dataset_name := ' benchmark :: integer';

rs := integerkey, integerfill;

outdata := DATASET(dataset_name, rs, THOR);

OUTPUT(COUNT(outdata(fill%2 = 1)));

A.5BWR_DataGenerationInteger.ecl
WORKUNIT('name', 'DataGenerationInteger');

IMPORTSTD;

unique_keys := 100000;
unique_values := 10212;

dataset_name := ' benchmark :: integer';

totalrecs := 125000000;

unsigned8numrecs := totalrecs/C LUSTERSIZE;

rec := integerkey, integerfill;

outdata := DATASET(totalrecs, transform(rec, self.key := random()%unique_keys; self.fill := random()%unique_values;), DISTRIBUTED);

IF(notSTD.File.FileExists(dataset_name))

, OUTPUT(outdata, dataset_name)

, OUTPUT('Dataset ' + dataset_name + ' ALREADY EXISTS.')

);

A.6BWR_DataGenerationString.ecl
WORKUNIT('name', 'DataGenerationString');

IMPORTSTD;

dataset_name := ' benchmark :: string';

totalrecs := 2000000000;

unsigned8numrecs := totalrecs/C LUSTERSIZE;

rec := string10key, string90fill;

unique_keys := 100000;
unique_values := 10212;

STRING10gen_key() := INTFORMAT(RANDOM()%unique_keys, 10, 1);
STRING10gen_fill() := INTFORMAT(RANDOM()%unique_values, 90, 1);

outdata := DATASET(totalrecs, transform(rec, self.key := gen_key(); self.fill := gen_fill()), DISTRIBUTED);

OUTPUT(outdata, dataset_name, overwrite);
APPENDIX A

A.7BWR_sortByKey.ecl
WORKUNIT('name', 'SortByKey');
dataset := 'benchmark :: string';
sorted_dataset := 'SortedReaderSet';
rs_tr := string10key, string90fill;
outdata := DATASET(dataset, rs_tr, THOR);
outdata1 := sort(outdata, key);
OUTPUT(outdata1, sorted_dataset, overwrite, CSV);

A.8BWR_sortByKeyInt.ecl
WORKUNIT('name', 'SortByKeyInt');
dataset := 'benchmark :: integer';
sorted_dataset := 'SortedReaderSet';
rs_tr := integerkey, integerfill;
outdata := DATASET(dataset, rs, THOR);
outdata1 := sort(outdata, key);
OUTPUT(outdata1, sorted_dataset, overwrite, CSV);

5. HPCC Application Kernel Code

d8 := DATASET(['1:14888443,8221095,8850134,308784', '1:14888441,8221095,8850132,308783'], STRING);
PATTERN digit := PATTERN('[0-9]');
PATTERN number := digit+;
PATTERN userRating := PATTERN('(' + digit + PATTERN singleDigit + ')');
RULE userRatingRule := lookBefore | lookBefore;
p3 := STRING(100)
out3 := MATCHTEXT(userRatingRule);
individualUserRatingAnswer := PARSER(ds8, line, userRatingRule, p3, BEST, MANY, NOCASE);
output(individualUserRatingAnswer);

6. Hadoop All Kernels Code

All the latest code for new Hadoop APIs is available here: https://github.com/yncxcw/PumaBenchmark4NewAPI

7. System metrics collection script

Test script:
#!/bin/bash
# Ask the user for their name
slave0=rsghatpa@152.46.16.115
slave1=rsghatpa@152.46.16.227
slave2=rsghatpa@152.46.20.64
slave3=rsghatpa@152.46.20.199
slave4=rsghatpa@152.46.19.52
echo Which job do you want to run?
read jobname

echo Starting dstat process on master and slave nodes

echo master
dstat -cdngytms –output /tmp/output.log | grep ecl

echo $slave0
ssh $slave0 dstat -cdngytms –output /tmp/output.log | grep ecl

echo $slave1
ssh $slave1 dstat -cdngytms –output /tmp/output.log | grep ecl

echo $slave2
ssh $slave2 dstat -cdngytms –output /tmp/output.log | grep ecl

echo $slave3
ssh $slave3 dstat -cdngytms –output /tmp/output.log | grep ecl

echo $slave4
ssh $slave4 dstat -cdngytms –output /tmp/output.log | grep ecl

echo I will start running this job $jobname

ecl run $jobname –target=mythor –server=152.46.16.213:8010

echo Completed job $jobname

echo Stopping dstat process on master and slave nodes

ssh $slave0 source /scripts/shutdown.sh
ssh $slave1 source /scripts/shutdown.sh
ssh $slave2 source /scripts/shutdown.sh
ssh $slave3 source /scripts/shutdown.sh
ssh $slave4 source /scripts/shutdown.sh

/ scripts/shutdown.sh

echo Shut down all dstat processes

Shutdown script:

PID=`ps -ef | grep "dstat" | awk 'print $9'`
kill -9 $PID